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A highlight of robberies foiled  
with the help of SecurityPac.
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Amount 
Recovered Summary

$1,902 Hubbard, OH - May 25 
A suspect entered a bank, demanded cash from a teller and exited the building. The Dye Pack 
activated outside causing the suspect to drop the money and flee. A full recovery was made.

$200 Columbus, OH - May 24 
A suspect handed a demand note to a bank teller. The teller handed over the money and the 
suspect fled on foot. Once outside the branch, the Dye Pack safely activated causing the robber to 
drop part of the money. A partial recovery was made.

$3,540 Toledo, OH - May 20 
A suspect presented a demand note. The teller handed over money from the top drawer and the 
suspect demanded more. The teller complied and the suspect fled the building. The Dye Pack 
activated safely outside. Police apprehended the suspect and recovered part of the money.

$1,420 Madison, WI - Apr 27 
A male suspect handed a bank teller a note and indicated he had a gun. The teller complied with 
his demands and the suspect fled on foot. Parking enforcement personnel in the area witnessed 
the Dye Pack activate. A full recovery was made and the suspect was apprehended.

$1,008 Cheektowaga, NY - Apr 3 
A male suspect handed a demand note stating, “I have a gun, give me all the money, and nobody 
will get hurt.” The teller emptied her drawer, included the SecurityPac, and the suspect exited 
the bank. Once outside the Dye Pack activated safely. A man witnessed the Dye Pack activate 
and followed the fleeing suspect in his car. Police apprehended the suspect five minutes after the 
robbery and recovered all the cash.

$488 Chicago, IL - Mar 27 
An armed male, wearing a black hoodie, approached a teller and presented a demand note. The 
teller handed the robber the cash and he fled the bank. The Dye Pack activated safely outside the 
branch. The suspect was apprehended and all the money recovered.

Caught Red Handed!
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$8,880 Brookhaven, PA - Mar 9 
A lone male entered a bank, jumped the counter and demanded money from the drawers and 
the safe. The tellers handed over the money in their drawers but not the safe. The suspect exited 
the building and the Dye Pack activated outside. Two suspects were apprehended and a full 
recovery was made.

$1,490 Salt Lake City, UT - Mar 5 
A suspect entered a bank and passed a note to a teller. The teller complied and the suspect fled 
on foot. The Dye Pack safely activated outside causing the suspect to drop his bag and flee. Police 
arrested the suspect and made a full recovery.

$445 Calgary, AB - Mar 3 
A suspect entered a bank and presented a demand note. The teller handed cash from her drawer 
and the suspect fled on foot. The Dye Pack activated outside causing the suspect to drop his bag 
with the money and flee. Police arrested the suspect and made a full recovery.

$294 Dayton, OH - Feb 23 
A robber demanded money from two bank tellers and fled out to the parking lot where the Dye 
Pack safely activated. The robber dropped the money and fled. A partial recovery was made.

$11,343 Greeley, CO - Feb 15 
A disguised suspect entered a bank near closing, passed a black bag to the tellers, and demanded 
that they fill it up with cash. He then exited the building with the bag. Once outside, the Dye Pack 
activated causing the suspect to drop the cash. A partial recovery was made by police.

$7,314 Wichita, KS - Feb 13 
A disguised male entered a bank, displayed a gun, and threatened a bomb. The tellers were 
ordered to place their money into a plastic bag. The man then fled outside where the Dye Pack 
activated. Police recovered the bag with the money.

$922 Highspire, PA  - Feb 13 
A suspect presented a demand note to a bank teller. The teller complied, the robber placed 
the money into a bag and exited the branch on foot. The tellers locked the doors and watched 
through the window as the suspect dropped the bag and fled when the Dye Pack activated. Police 
recovered all the money and apprehended the suspect at a nearby gas station. The red hands gave 
him away!

$245 Brampton, ON - Feb 7 
A lone suspect handed a demand note to a bank teller. The teller retrieved cash from the CDU and 
handed it to the suspect who then fled the bank. The Dye Pack safely activated a short distance 
from the branch and a full recovery was made by police.
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$1,743 Akron, OH - Jan 26 
A suspect passed a demand note to a teller. The teller handed the suspect the cash and he fled  
the bank. The Dye Pack activated safely outside. A full recovery was made and the suspect is 
behind bars.

$5,500 Whittier, CA - Jan 22 
A male entered a branch carrying a weapon and made a verbal demand for money. The bank teller 
complied and the suspect fled. The Dye Pack safely activated outside the branch. A full recovery 
was made and the suspect was apprehended.

$2,700 Raleigh, NC - Jan 18 
A suspect entered a bank and distracted a teller with questions about opening an account. His 
accomplice entered, brandished a gun, and demanded money be placed into a backpack. The two 
suspects fled the branch on foot. The Dye Pack activated outside causing the robbers to drop the 
backpack containing the money and the gun. A full recovery was made.

$1,035 Winston Salem, NC - Jan 13 
A robber approached a teller line, opened his bag, and demanded money. The teller complied and 
he approached another teller for more money before fleeing the credit union. Once outside, the 
Dye Pack activated. A full recovery was made and the suspect was apprehended.

$80 Baltimore, MD - Jan 12 
A lone robber passed a demand note to a teller and then exited the bank with the money. As he 
was approaching his vehicle, the Dye Pack activated causing him to drop the money. He quickly 
picked up some of the cash and fled. A partial recovery was made.

$490 Toronto, ON - Jan 5 
A cleaner, cleaning a bank over the weekend, stole cash and placed it into a trash bag to take 
outside. Unbeknownst to the cleaner, it was a SecurityPac. As the cleaner was attempting to leave 
the building with the money, the Dye Pack activated. A full recovery was made and the cleaner 
admitted to the theft.


